Volcanic rifting at Martian grabens
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A large fraction of surface extension on Mars occurred at segmented grabens having width/length ratios akin to oceanic rifts on Earth. Association with volcanic landforms such as pit craters clearly suggests interconnection between tectonic and magmatic processes. A Martian rift evolution model is proposed on the basis of new geomorphological and structural interpretations of imagery, high-resolution digital elevation models (DEMs), scaled experimental modeling and three-dimensional boundary element modeling of magmatic and tectonic processes, and a comparison with terrestrial rifts. The DEMs were obtained from Mars Observer Laser Altimeter, Viking Orbiter stereo images, or a combination of both. Comparison of terrestrial rifts included Afar, Iceland, and the East Pacific Rise. The ambient extensional stress field induced by regional body forces is combined at depth with decompression melting and mantle plume thermal anomaly, resulting in emplacement of elongated magma reservoirs along the grabens. Injection of dikes above the reservoirs and flood basalt eruption result in a reservoir underpressurization of up to hundreds of MPa and induces surface collapse. Each collapse event is associated with an eruption of volcanic volumes akin to those of individual flow eruptions in large terrestrial igneous provinces. The geometry and mechanisms of graben formation and surface collapse are described and used to infer reservoir depth and width. We conclude from this study that giant dike swarms associated with typical giant terrestrial dike swarms are unlikely to underlie the volcanic Martian grabens on the basis one graben-one dike. Rather, every volcanic graben segment appears to own a local dike swarm perhaps analogous to the dike swarms in the Icelandic fissure zones.
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1. Introduction

Many Martian narrow grabens display collapse features. This paper provides a short review of mechanisms of narrow graben formation and discusses evidence that the collapse features have a volcanic origin. We call narrow grabens that have been altered by further collapse modified grabens. Modified grabens include grabens associated with catenae as well as other depression types. Relationships between graben formation and magmatic processes are explored. The influence of dike emplacement (driving pressure during dike propagation, pressure drop during withdrawal or freezing) in graben geometry and in the formation of pit craters and other depressions is discussed. Deeper processes such as magma chamber compaction and withdrawal are then investigated. A qualitative model of tectonic extension simultaneous to magma emplacement at depth is presented, and quantified using morphometric analysis of collapse depressions, experimental modeling, and numerical modeling of magmatic deflation.

1.1. Martian Narrow Grabens

[5] Mars, Venus and the Moon all display so-called “narrow grabens” [e.g., Golombek, 1979], typically 2–5 km in width and hundreds or thousands of km in length (Figure 1). Earlier photocometric studies have shown that in the Syria Planum-Valles Marineris area their depth is commonly less than 100 m to a few hundred meters [Tanaka...
These values are probably representative of most Martian narrow grabens as well as Venusian and narrow lunar grabens. Typical narrow grabens are bounded by two parallel segmented border faults, and do not usually display additional structures at common Viking Orbiter image resolution (20–100 m/pixel) such as transfer faults except in areas where previous oblique fracturing has induced greater complexity, such as at Tantalus Fossae \cite{Tanaka, 1990}. At MOC image scale (1–10 m/pixel) typical narrow grabens such as Thaumasia, Uranius, and Ceraunius Fossae display structural complexity similar to terrestrial grabens, which suggests that the frequently used term simple graben should be avoided (Figure 2). However, no significant transcurrent movement has been detected in areas where lava flows are offset by narrow graben border faults.

\cite{Models of narrow graben formation have attempted to account for several features that were thought to be atypical of terrestrial grabens. Because of the lack of accurate digital elevation models (DEMs) prior to the availability of Mars Observer Laser Altimeter (MOLA) data, image analysis had suggested that narrow graben border faults have symmetric vertical offset. From this viewpoint, the Canyonlands grabens, Utah, were long thought to be a good (maybe the only) example of terrestrial planetary narrow grabens. Ad hoc narrow grabens models were derived from this example in which an evaporite layer has been thought to play a key role in the mechanics of faulting \cite{McGill and Stromquist, 1979}. Examination of MOLA altimetry data and detailed structural analysis has shown however that neither planetary narrow grabens \cite{Schultz et al., 2000} nor the Canyonlands grabens \cite{Schultz and Moore, 1996} display symmetric border faults. \cite{Schultz et al., 2000} propose an hourglass model consistent with other terrestrial examples. At broader scale, strong similarity exists between narrow graben structure and the structure of typical continental terrestrial rifts such as the Rhine graben and the Gregory rift (D. Mége, unpublished).

The very high graben length-depth ratio, on the order of 10^5, was also considered to be a feature characteristic of graben tectonics at extraterrestrial solid bodies, although slow and intermediate spreading centers on Earth also display such a feature. \cite{Schultz and Fort} and \cite{Schultz, 1997, 2000} have shown that usual terrestrial fault displacement length scaling applies if fault linkage is taken into account. They concluded that graben length is not a strong mechanical issue and merely requires a steady stress source acting over large surface area. Several hypotheses have been proposed for explaining the very low narrow
Figure 2. High-resolution views of narrow grabens. (a) Typical narrow graben at Alba Fossae, northwest of Alba Patera. Note that the northern rim of the impact crater at the northern border fault scarp was cut by the border fault and subsequently buried, which is evidence of postfaulting mass wasting at the border fault. In this example, postfaulting mass wasting may explain the absence of along-strike variation of fault displacement. MOC image M09-06510 centered at 112.35°W, 45.49°N, 6.21 m/pixel. (b) Typical narrow graben at Thaumasia Fossae. Low shield volcanoes are aligned along the western graben border fault. Although major collapse features are not observed within the graben, local collapse occurred at summit calderas (<50 m diameter), suggesting volcanic activity contemporaneous with tectonic extension. MOC image M00-00991 centered at 95.31°W, 43.96°N, 2.76 m/pixel. MOC images by NASA/JPL/MSSS. The coordinates given in the figure captions refer to the MGS/MOLA datum for MOC images and Viking datum for Viking images.

graben width-length ratio, on the order of $10^{-3} - 10^{-2}$. Tanaka and Golombek [1989] proposed that narrowness results from existence of deep tension fractures whose upper termination would correspond to a rheological interface such as a permafrost layer or the base of a megaregolith, where V-shaped grabens would have initiated and propagated toward the surface. Model assessment is made difficult by apparent lack of terrestrial analogs. However, mechanically the maximum depth a tension fracture can reach before it turns into a fault on Mars, even under high fluid pressure conditions, cannot exceed 1 or 2 km [e.g., Mége and Masson, 1997]. This corresponds to a fracture length that can hardly exceed several kilometers, and is therefore too small to explain planetary narrow graben length. Melosh and Williams [1989] advocated that slip along a single fault in elastic medium may generate a compression zone at depth that locks the fault and induces nucleation of an antithetic fault at a short distance from the first fault. This model requires that the crust be intact before the graben forms, and that the extension rate be low enough not to annihilate the compression at the bottom of the first fault after slip. This is necessary in order to make the nucleation of another fault necessary instead of continuing slip along the first fault. The most recent hypothesis has
been that the small width-length ratio results from strain concentration at the surface above nonfeeder dikes either in response to magma pressure or density and strength contrast with the host rock [Schultz, 1988; Tanaka et al., 1991; Mége and Masson, 1996]. A reason why large strain was achieved by the formation of many narrow graben swarms instead of by the growth of a few major grabens, may also be that the narrow grabens formed above corresponding giant dikes, similar to the dikes in terrestrial giant mafic swarms. Earlier, Wise [1976] had suggested that strain distribution might be a consequence of the existence of a shallow ductile layer below the grabens.

[6] The steady broad-scale stress sources required for narrow graben development are likely to have originated from the magmatic activity and lithosphere loading by the Tharsis and Elysium volcanic provinces. Merle and Borgia [1996] showed that uplift of volcanic topography generates body forces inducing gravitational spreading of the topography, resulting in the development of radiating grabens from the central region to the lower uplift flank. They also showed that graben width and spacing depends on the brittle/ductile crust ratio. Furthermore, Van Wyk de Vries and Merle [1996] showed that topographic building in an extensional remote stress field results in long and narrow grabens extending from the summit of the uplift to the most remote areas in which the same remote stress field exerts, which is pretty much the case for many narrow grabens around the Tharsis and Elysium volcanic shields. Stress modeling of the whole Tharsis magmatic load (including both the topographic load and the accreted magmatic materials) was shown to reproduce part of the radiating extensional patterns in some detail [Banerdt and Golombek, 2000]. Other possible contributing regional stress sources include plume-induced uplift [Mége, 2001] and overpressure in huge central magma chambers in the Tharsis and Elysium regions [Mége and Masson, 1996].

1.2. Modified Grabens, Pits, and Troughs

[7] Narrow grabens are frequently associated with aligned collapse depressions, and occasionally with positive relief of volcanic origin including lava flows, cinder cones, spatter cones, small shield volcanoes, and spatter ridges [Cattermole, 1986, 1992; Davis et al., 1995; Mége and Masson, 1996]. Frequently the depressions have partly or wholly removed the narrow graben border faults, and are associated with newly formed fractures.

[8] Modified grabens are mostly distributed at and around the large Tharsis and Elysium volcanic shields, and in most regions on Mars that were deformed in extension. Figure 3 shows typical relationships observed between narrow grabens and modified grabens at Tempe Terra, Elysium Fossae, and southeast of Valles Marineris. At a first approximation, the depressions include:

[9] (1) pits and pit chains (Figure 4a) and elongated U-shaped troughs of similar depth aligned with the pits (Figure 4b). Alignments of pits and elongated U-shaped troughs make catenae, a planetary term first used by Antoniadi [1930] to name albedo features and redefined from 1973 to mean crater chains, many of which are associated with a graben.

[10] (2) shallow flat-floored depressions (Figure 4c), usually in areas where pits are also observed. Some shallow flat-floored depressions are ovoid (many examples are found at Tempe Terra) while the others have a marked linear trend (e.g., Elysium Chasma area).

[11] (3) linear U-shaped troughs (Figure 4d). The difference made here with elongated U-shaped troughs is based on length. Linear U-shaped troughs are wider than grabens in the same area and have monotonous U-shaped wall morphology displaying no evidence of faulting for lengths frequently greater than 100 km.

[12] (4) small chasmata, such as part of the Elysium Fossae (Figure 4e) and the chasma aligned with pit chains parallel to the main Valles Marineris grabens. Small chasmata are wider and deeper than U-shaped troughs (e.g., Elysium Chasma depth is some 2 km deep [MOLA Science Team, 1997]).

[13] Collapse features are either observed within narrow grabens, laterally connected to narrow grabens, or aligned parallel to narrow grabens but with no apparent connection at surface. In the latter case, either graben fault scarp collapse occurred along the whole graben, or a narrow graben never formed, meaning that narrow graben formation and U-shaped trough formation may result from the same process but without any causal link.

1.2.1. Pits and Pit Chains

[14] Pits and coalescing pits have been interpreted as pit craters formed by pressure drop above dikes [Cattermole, 1992; Davis et al., 1995; Mége and Masson, 1996; Liu and Wilson, 1998; Scott et al., 2000], and in a few locations as maars [McGetchin and Ulrich, 1973; Mége and Masson, 1996], suggesting that in some instances graben formation should have been associated with dike emplacement [Mége and Masson, 1996; Wilson and Head, 2000; Ernst et al., 2001]. Some pits have a well-preserved conical shape and display evidence of mass wasting on the floor, whereas some others have flat floor and were filled in almost entirely by smooth materials, probably lava flows fed by ring dikes during pit collapse [e.g., Best and Christiansen, 2001, p. 220]. Well-known terrestrial analogs include pit craters at Kilauea [Carr and Greeley, 1980] thought to have formed by stoping over a propagating dike [Okubo and Martel, 1998].

[15] Although pits and troughs are frequently observed to lie along the grabens and parallel to the border faults, in some areas pit crater chains are not associated with extensional faulting, or follow en echelon patterns oblique to grabens with an angle on the order of 15°. In areas where evidence of crosscutting relationships are found, pit craters and other depressions are always observed to cut graben border faults, which shows that they were systematically formed later. No argument has been found as to the time span between grabens and pit crater formation.

1.2.2. Elongated U-shaped Troughs, Shallow Flat-Floored Depressions, and Small Chasmata

[16] In many areas such as Valles Marineris it can be observed that a full range of transitional morphologies exist between coalescing pit chains and elongated U-shaped troughs (Figure 3c). Elongated U-shaped troughs are morphologically analog to the selenic slot-shaped vents [Greeley and Schultz, 1977]. Formation by collapse between individual pit craters is supported by well documented terrestrial analogs, especially at the Snake River Plain (King’s Bowl) [Greeley et al., 1977]; Wild Horse Corral vent [Greeley,
Figure 3. Depressions associated or aligned with narrow grabens at (a) Mareotis Fossae, (b) Elysium Chasma, and (c) Coprates Catena (southeast of Valles Marineris). NASA/JPL Viking Orbiter 1 images 255S11-13 (79 m/pixel), 541A37 (143 m/pixel), and 610A07 (200 m/pixel).
Chasmata are of two kinds. The largest chasmata observed at Valles Marineris are mainly tectonic structures that were subsequently enlarged by mass wasting processes [e.g., Peulvast et al., 2001], but the case has been made of earlier pre-tectonic trough initiation [Schultz, 1998]. Small chasmata discussed in this paper, such as on Figures 3b and 3c, display little observational evidence of faulting. We think that alignment with morphologic types of volcanic origin argues in favor of volcanic collapse origin. The difference between U-shaped troughs and chasmata may primarily be a matter of size and depth of the collapsed roof of the underlying magma body.

In some regions the formation of the linear troughs, and the chasmata, has been ascribed to surface material collapse into deep tension cracks opening at a crustal level coinciding with the depth at which border faults connect [Tanaka and Golombek, 1989]. Following several previous works [Schultz, 1988; Mége and Masson, 1996; Wilson and Head, 2000; Scott et al., 2000; Mége, 2001], we favor the volcanic hypothesis because of the apparent lack of terrestrial analogs of large linear collapse structures along tension cracks, the many terrestrial analogs described, and the markedly volcanic modified narrow graben setting. This interpretation is consistent with evidence from MOLA altimetry data that assuming constant crustal density, the alignments of narrow chasmata and catenae around the major Valles Marineris chasmata are associated with abnormally thick crust [Zuber, 2001]. Accounting for crustal density variations associated with linear magmatic intrusions below the pit crater chains would tend to remove the excess crustal thickness and provide a satisfactory alternative interpretation of the gravity field.

**1.2.3. Linear U-shaped Troughs**

In some places, such as Memnonia Fossae, linear U-shaped troughs have been interpreted as collapse features resulting from dike tips approaching groundwater or ground ice level [Mége and Masson, 1996; Montési, 2001]. Frequent association with pit craters and elongated U-shaped
troughs suggests that the depressions formed by collapse above magma bodies [Mège and Masson, 1996; Mège et al., 2000]. High-resolution (MOC) images commonly show that linear U-shaped troughs widen through landsliding and the retreat of unstable normal fault scarps (e.g., Figure 5). Linear U-shaped troughs are common in southwestern Tharsis (Memnonia, Sirenum and Icaria Fossae) and N and NE of Alba Patera. (Tantalus Fossae).

1.2.4. Graben Formation and Collapse Mechanisms

[20] On Earth, oceanic rifts at slow spreading ridges (and in places on fast spreading ridges [Lagabrielle and Cormier, 1999]) are examples of elongated and segmented narrow grabens thousands of km long in a volcanic setting, associated with a broad-scale stress field. They may be good structural analogs of planetary narrow grabens, even though oceanic expansion has not occurred there. This paper investigates the interaction between tectonic extension and magmatic processes with the view to proposing a comprehensive model of narrow graben, and modified graben formation, by a mechanism akin to volcanic rifting on Earth.

[21] In terrestrial volcanic rift tectonics, dikes are major connectors between deep and surface processes [e.g., Forslund and Gudmundsson, 1991]. It has been observed that some giant mafic dike swarms in terrestrial volcanic landscapes may have formed above giant mafic dikes [Mège and Masson, 1996; Wilson and Head, 2000; Scott et al., 2000] akin to the dikes in the giant terrestrial swarms. Similar interpretations have been made on the Moon [Head and Wilson, 1994] and Venus [McKenzie et al., 1992; Grosfils and Head, 1994a, 1994b; Koenig and Pollard, 1998]. This popular tectonic concept involves a common mechanism whereby graben open at surface simultaneously to dike emplacement at depth on most silicate planets. This would occur in response to the driving pressure (ambient stress minus magma pressure) during dike emplacement. The giant swarms inferred on Mars would be either radial or concentric around major volcanic centers, which has justified comparison with those terrestrial giant dike swarms that radiate from hotspot centers [Ernst et al., 1995]. The dikes from giant mafic swarms are classically considered to have flown upward above the melting source and laterally toward outer regions [Ernst and Baragar, 1992], although the case for vertically fed radiating swarm has been made [Kumarapeli et al., 1990]. If an analogy with Martian dikes exists the dikes should probably be mafic as well in order not to cool too rapidly before freezing.

[22] However, there are several unanswered problems with the dike interpretation, such as structural relationships between individual dikes and grabens of the size observed.

Figure 4. High-resolution views of typical morphologic types discussed in this paper: (a) pit craters: Acheron Catena, part of MOC image M09-05624 centered at 107.08° W, 34.37° N, 3.05 m/pixel; (b) elongated U-shaped trough: Tractus Catena, part of MOC image M03-06623 centered at 101.26° W, 33.32° N, 3.04 m/pixel; (c) shallow flat-floored depression from Mareotis Fossae: part of MOC image M08-04991 centered at 80.01° W, 41.00° N, 3.08 m/pixel; (d) linear U-shaped trough, Sirenum Fossae: part of MOC image M17-000691 centered at 52.61° W, 31.27° S, 1.40 m/pixel; and (e) small chasma in Mareotis Fossae (medium-resolution Viking Orbiter image 255S13 centered at 84.09° W, 39.5° N, 79 m/pixel). MOC images by NASA/JPL/MSSS; Viking Orbiter image by NASA/JPL.
On the one hand, models ascribing graben opening to driving pressure are grounded on extrapolation of simple numerical and laboratory experiments there were designed for other purposes and may not apply at the depth giant dikes are thought to propagate at high lithostatic pressure. Moreover, driving pressure cannot explain volcanic collapse, which is the key argument for the interpretation of existing magma body underlying grabens since faulting does not inform on stress source. On the other hand, models of pit and trough formation by magmatic processes have not investigated relationships with grabens nor discussed the empty volume that can reasonably be made available by magmatic collapse at the top of single dikes. Therefore, in the first step this paper thoroughly examines the arguments on which the dike emplacement interpretation has been based in order to show that in most cases dike emplacement is simply not enough to explain graben formation. Instead of tectonic stretching associated with emplacement of single dikes, this paper proposes that individual grabens displaying volcanic morphology may be akin to individual rift zones such as those observed at plate boundaries on Earth. The dikes in the rift zones are underlain by magma reservoirs elongated along graben trend. The likely absence of plate recycling on Mars (Sleep [1994a] presented an alternative

Figure 5. High-resolution image of two troughs being broadened, forming a U-shape profile from normal fault scarp destabilization and landsliding. The trough in Figure 5a fed a lava pond east of the area displayed on this image. Ceraunius Fossae, part of MOC image M09-05279 centered at 110.53°W, 28.33°N, 4.53 m/pixel. MOC image by NASA/JPL/MSSS.
has precluded oceanic expansion from operating at modified grabens so that modified graben evolution may be compared with a short tectonic and magmatic rifting period at oceanic rifts.

In a second step the relationships between magmatic processes at depth and surface processes are investigated. The collapse depressions associated with the volcanic processes that accompany rifting are measured by volume extraction from DEMs. The depth and thickness of the deflecting body are determined from the geometry of grabens and troughs using experimental models. Where mass wasting has removed the initial geometry of grabens and pits, the experimental models are no longer of use, and the depth and size of the deflecting magma body are investigated using three-dimensional boundary element modeling for variable magma pressures.

2. Surface Stretching and Dike Driving Pressure
2.1. Theory

Terrestrial graben formation, in relation to magmatic activity, has been investigated on active volcano flanks or in a rifting setting. In these regions shallow dike emplacement was seismically correlated with the opening of graben centimeters to tens of centimeters high. Linear Elastic Fracture Mechanics (LEFM) predicts that two extensional stress peaks will be observed at the surface on both sides of a dike propagating at depth [Pollard and Holzhausen, 1979; Pollard et al., 1983]. If the driving pressure overcomes the tensile strength of the host rock, then surface failure will occur as tension cracks [Schultz, 1996], a pattern that is also observed in experimental models of dike emplacement [Mastin and Pollard, 1988]. Experimental models of successive magma injections, within the same dike fracture, predict that the tension cracks at surface will gain a vertical offset, and gradually join deeper fractures until a graben forms [Mastin and Pollard, 1988]. These models provide (with some uncertainty) quantitative relations allowing one to infer dike depth from graben boundary fault spacing, and also dike width and from horizontal strain. The models have been used to infer subsurface dike geometry on Venus [Grosfils and Head, 1994b], the Moon [Head and Wilson, 1994], Mars [Mège and Masson, 1996], and at an East Pacific rise segment [Chadwick and Embley, 1998].

However, several lines of evidence suggest that driving pressure may have only marginally contributed to planetary narrow graben formation and evolution. First, there is no need for driving pressure to form the narrow grabens. Existence of many unmodified narrow planetary grabens parallel to modified grabens (and of likely similar age) suggests that the magnitude of the ambient stress field should have been strong enough to produce narrow grabens alone. Moreover, stretching at the giant Valles Marineris graben system during a large part of the Tharsis history, (in close proximity to narrow grabens and parallel to them) clearly shows that the ambient stress was high enough to produce significant extensional strain without the help of dike driving pressure. Furthermore, observation that collapse features usually cut narrow graben structures and are associated with additional faulting suggests that if dike overpressurization is involved in graben formation, a subsequent mechanism of both extensional faulting and surface collapse is anyway required. As normal faulting is usually involved in volcanic collapse [Roche et al., 2000], faulting induced by driving pressure is unnecessary. This issue is further discussed and complemented hereafter.

2.2. Critical Assessment of Terrestrial Examples

Graben formation associated with the propagation of meter-scale width dikes has been reported in Hawaii, Iceland, the Asal-Ghoubbet rift, and Etna. The observed surface strain at these sites was compared with results from LEFM and experimental models [Pollard et al., 1983; Mastin and Pollard, 1988; Rubin, 1992; Bonafede and Olivieri, 1995]. Theoretical displacement patterns in general match the observed geodetic displacement patterns, though the predicted displacement magnitude was not accurately reproduced in every case. Our interpretation of graben formation above the emplacing dike at the Krafla fissure swarm of Iceland, and Asal-Ghoubbet rift zone in Afar [Pollard et al., 1983; Rubin, 1992], is that dike emplacement could instantaneously increase the deviatoric tensor, that was already near to failure, and consequently release stress gradually built at the plate boundary above the emplacing dike. This stress would have been released later anyway, although possibly elsewhere.

At the Kilauea southeastern rift zone [Pollard et al., 1983], where long term volcano flank landsliding is observed, magma pressure may have also added the small stress increment that triggered slope failure, whereas most of the deviatoric stress is from gravitational origin. Recurrent dike dilation pulls the volcano flank laterally, and normal faulting at surface may only result from the lateral free boundary, which results in flank gravity destabilization, as discussed by Elsworth and Voight [1996] and Morgan et al. [2000]. Moreover, between 1976 and 1982 abundant seismicity occurred despite dike emplacement quiescence [see, e.g., Cayol et al., 2000] and suggests that dike intrusion may only be one of several mechanisms by which volcanic flank seaward spreading occurs. Additional evidence that magma pressure has played a minor role is that if the magma pressure in shallow dikes was to play a key role in graben formation, then the southwestern rift zone should be much wider than it is actually observed [Garcia and Davis, 2001]. In these three cases, (Iceland, Afar, and Hawaii) the source of ambient stress is long lasting. This suggests that a large part of the stress released through graben formation would have been released anyway but later if dike emplacement did not occur. It also suggests that the key role of dike emplacement may not be graben formation, rather, at most, initial strain focus above the dike.

Several lines of evidence support this view. (1) In LEFM models, the total vertical displacement modeled at surface above the dike is significantly smaller than the observed displacement [Pollard et al., 1983, Figures 13 and 14], suggesting that additional remote stress played a role in the total strain measured. (2) A far better agreement between measured and modeled displacement is obtained if the graben border faults were already formed when the dike propagates. In that case the propagating dike will only induce fault slip ahead of the dike [Rubin, 1992]. This shows that dike emplacement can induce graben formation if a remote stress has already begun the work. (3) Experimental models predicting dike-induced grabens [Mastin
and Pollard, 1988) were not scaled according to mechanical scaling laws [Hubbert, 1937]; instead, the physical parameters of the crust were adjusted until grabens similar to those observed in nature could be reproduced. Mastin and Pollard [1988] have clearly warned against misinterpretations by emphasizing that their results only provide “a possible model for deformation that can be studied by direct observation”. (4) In the Etna example, a gravity anomaly study has shown that a graben formed above a dike months after the dike was emplaced [Bonafede and Olivieri, 1995]. In addition, the magnitude of the observed anomaly is significantly larger than that predicted by simple dike intrusion, suggesting that the relationships between dike emplacement and graben formation may be more complex than expected from simple models of pressurized dike emplacement.

2.3. Assessment of LEFM From Field Observations at Large Igneous Provinces

[29] Perhaps the best terrestrial analogs of the Tharsis and Elysium volcanic provinces on Mars [Mége and Masson, 1996; Mége, 2001] are dikes in large igneous provinces that are usually nonfeeders. This has been explained by dike propagation in the neutral buoyancy zone (NBZ) in the crust [Turcotte, 1990; Lister and Kerr, 1991], which on terrestrial continents has been estimated to ca. 3 km depth [Lister and Kerr, 1991; Wilson and Head, 1994]. A strong argument against influence of driving pressure on graben formation is that high confining pressure at typical NBZ depth on Earth probably renders LEFM modeling inapplicable [Rubin, 1993]. More appropriate is cohesive zone dike modeling, an approach that is not designed to predict host rock behavior around dike tip but makes surface fracturing highly unlikely [Rubin, 1993].

[30] Field evidence at mafic dike upper tip usually confirms that cohesive zone modeling is more appropriate than LEFM. LEFM predictions may be tested two ways in the field. First, in elastic models stress concentrate at dike tip, where theoretically stress becomes infinite [e.g., Pollard et al., 1983], so that although LEFM does not allow that dike stops propagating. If for some (unpredicted) reason this occurs, one would expect the dike tip profile at a given segment to be linear or penny-shaped, a feature that can be readily tested in the field. Second, a graben should form above the dike, which is also easily tested in the field in areas where erosion allows. Surface strain should scale with magma overpressure, which also partly governs the width of the dike during the intruding event, in conjunction with other factors [Rubin, 1993].

[31] Observations at large igneous provinces do not confirm either of these predictions. Analysis of magma flow in meter-wide mafic dikes as well as field observation of internal chilled margins in thicker dikes suggest that if wall meltback does not occur in which case dike growth does not affect the stress regime [see Bruce and Huppert, 1990; Fialko and Rubin, 1999]), most mafic dikes thicker than ca. 1 m were formed by more than 1 magma injection [Gudmundsson, 1984; Baer, 1995; Platten, 2000]. In Iceland, the dike width near upper tip is commonly 0.5–2 m, which probably reflects dike dilation during the last injection event [Gudmundsson, 1995a]. Therefore emplacement of thick dikes, such as those required for explaining narrow graben formation by driving pressure, are achieved through many magma pulses. This has major implications in terms of strain distribution. In order for a magma pulse to inject into an earlier dike fracture, the magma previously intruded should not be fully solidified. Magma emplacement during a given magma pulse is frequently associated with tensile fracturing parallel to the dike plane on both sides of the dike upper tip [e.g., Delaney et al., 1986]. These fractures are filled in by subsequent injected magma, which allows the new sheet to attain a shallower level in the crust and create new small-scale fractures above the new tip [Gudmundsson, 1995a]. Every new magma injection fills in the fractures formed by the previous injection above the propagating dike tip. This results in the common observation that even the thickest vertical dikes gradually narrow upward toward the upper tip zone, where they suddenly display a one to tens of meter-scale sawtooth/sickle geometry in vertical cross section (e.g., Gudmundsson [1984, 1995a] and personal observation by the authors in various regions). As a result, country rock fracturing resulting from the whole dike injection history does not take the form of broad-scale tectonic structures. After the last injection, fracturing at dike tip is never larger than what would have been expected from a single intrusion event. Therefore, even though 10 to 100 meter wide dikes (resulting from multiple injections) attain a crustal depth that is shallower than the depth of a single dike injection, surface fracturing above the dike is negligible. Moreover, field observations at mafic dikes, including dikes tens of meters thick, frequently shows that the uppermost dike tip segment is tapered, or snakes within the host rock over distances of centimeters to a few meters. Frequently the dike tip follows existing rock discontinuities [Gudmundsson, 1984; Delaney et al., 1986], or grain boundaries [Hoek, 1994, 1995]. These observations suggest low pressure at the dike tip, and favor cohesive zone models of dike tip rather than LEFM. Finally examination by the authors of terrains locatedabove dike tips, in various igneous environments, for example, the Ethiopian igneous province, never revealed examples of grabens located directly above the tip. This is confirmed by observations reported in the literature [e.g., Gudmundsson, 1984]. Possible examples of grabens located above dike tips would be interpreted as evidence that both may have formed in a similar or the same stress field, for instance a regional mantle plume-related extensional stress field. It would not provide any evidence as to the role of magma pressure in graben formation.

2.4. Extrapolation to Planetary Narrow Grabens

[32] Terrestrial observation above narrow and shallow dikes (ca. 1 m) shows that the location of graben border faults may be influenced by dike emplacement location in certain circumstances, but the study of large igneous provinces argues against extrapolation to large dikes. Extrapolation to planetary narrow grabens needs in addition to consider the difference in gravity between the Earth and Mars. Planetary narrow grabens (as defined from Viking imagery) are typically 2–5 km wide and a few hundred meters deep. In order for graben formation to have been influenced by driving pressure the dikes would need to be much wider, (~30–1000 m) and deeper (0.3–2 km) than in the above terrestrial examples, in order to match graben width and observed fault offset [Mége and Masson, 1996]. Most dikes would need to be hundreds of meters wide. This width must
be produced without the help of dike wall meltback, which increases dike thickness without generating additional stress and is therefore of no help in graben formation.

[31] If wall meltback is not accounted for, the maximum width of planetary mafic dikes associated with planetary grabens can be independently estimated for every planet using mechanical laws such as those summarized by Wilson and Head [2000] using a range of plausible mechanical parameters. For Mars, Wilson and Head [2000] found that the thickness of dikes propagating at the NBZ can hardly exceed 100 m. However, according to the experimental models by Mastin and Pollard [1988] such dikes are still significantly too narrow to play a major role in the observed border fault throws. Moreover, maximum dike width is also controlled by the tensile strength of the host rock. The largest crustal earthquakes on Earth may give clues as to the maximum tensile stress a silicate crust can support before it fails, i.e., to the maximum stretching that can be instantaneously produced. Horizontal displacement produced by large earthquakes on Earth at great crustal depth is on the order of less than 10 m, which should provide an upper bound of maximum instantaneous dike dilation (the real value should actually be smaller because the largest earthquakes are in compression and rocks are weaker in tension). Therefore, even though maximum thickness attainable by a dike propagating at the Martian NBZ is predicted to be greater than on Earth, host rock strength does probably not allow this thickness to be reached. Thick dikes should either be emplaced by a succession of many injections, or from the thermal erosion of dike walls, resulting in a low available stress for graben formation in both cases.

[32] On Venus, where the NBZ is thought to lie at 1.4 km below the surface and may not even be present at lower elevations [Head and Wilson, 1992; Wilson and Head, 1994], Koenig and Pollard [1998] showed that dike injection alone cannot provide enough stress to form narrow grabens, and suggested that regional tectonic stress such as provided by rifting and gravitational spreading must have been important factors in graben development. Under Martian conditions, for NBZ propagating dikes the combination of low atmospheric pressure and low gravity (compared to terrestrial conditions) both contribute to a dramatic NBZ depth increase to 10–11 km for mafic magmas, depending on magma CO₂ content [Wilson and Head, 1994]. The likelihood for such dikes to generate enough stress to form narrow grabens is therefore weak. The same conclusion arises from the basic reasoning that if magma pressure was to play a major role in graben formation, it would necessarily generate contractional structures parallel to the grabens in order to compensate for the sudden localized stretching. We conclude that driving pressure may only occasionally induce graben formation.

3. Surface Stretching and Central Collapse by Pressure Drop

3.1. Pressure Drop

[33] Pressure drop occurs if part of the space the magma body has occupied is emptied because of magma migration or compaction, and requires that the rate of magma supply be lower than the deflation rate, or null. Eruption is an efficient way for magma removal from subsurface that causes caldera subsidence by pressure drop. In an extensional setting, rift propagation also results in magma migration, which may in turn result in surface collapse. More rapidly, lateral magma flow in a dike fracture may induce stoping in the country rock above the dike and surface collapse [Okubo and Martel, 1998]. Host rock fracturing because of gas overpressure above the magma body [Liu and Wilson, 1998], and removal of interstitial melt [Lagabrielle and Cormier, 1999] are other processes that may also induce surface collapse.

[34] Models of collapse trough infrastructure have been recently reviewed [Burov and Guillou-Frottier, 1999; Roche et al., 2000]. The role of several important factors has been recently investigated, such as reservoir roof aspect ratio [Roche et al., 2000, 2001] and thermal effects of hot magma [Burov and Guillou-Frottier, 1999]. Mechanisms of pit crater formation has been specifically addressed by Roche et al. [2001], who found that two mechanisms, slow rigid block subsidence or rapid stoping, may be involved depending on roof aspect ratio. Subsidence would occur for roof thickness smaller than roof diameter, whereas stoping would be favored in other cases. In both collapse types, reverse faults play a major role in collapse even though surface deformation always ends up with extensional structures, because of gravitational instability of reverse faults at the surface. In order to understand relations between magma deflation and stretching at volcanic rifts following an experimental procedure Lagabrielle et al. [2001] and Garel et al. [2002] have investigated the case for collapse along linear trends - this is similar to that reported in the present work.

[35] Pressure drop may be accompanied by normal faulting aligned with the direction of the deflating body. Deflation may thus induce graben formation even though the remote stress magnitude is null [Lagabrielle et al., 2001]. Before going into more detail we discuss the size of collapse features and infer the type of required magma body.

3.2. Type of Magma Body and Volume of Deflated Materials

3.2.1. Dike or Magma Reservoir?

[36] Available topography data and images show that the width and depth of most observed collapse features on Mars are in the range 10–10⁴ m and 10–10³ m, respectively. Therefore only the smallest collapse features may be associated with pressure drop above single dikes. An example of pit craters associated with single dikes is given on Figure 6a. The dikes follow the Acheron and Tractus catenae NE-SW trend and have probably the same origin. Most pit craters observed at medium (Viking) resolution, i.e., most of those studied in this paper and earlier papers, are much larger and suggest larger magma bodies. Figure 6b shows an example where it is unlikely that pits and elongated U-shaped troughs formed by pressure drop along a single dike (even a segmented dike), because their distribution does not follow several linear trends with no en échelon geometry. If the collapse features in this example are to be aligned along linear trend, then several subparallel dikes are required, suggesting that the models predicting formation of a single graben from driving pressure during the emplacement of single dikes are not appropriate. An alternative hypothesis is that collapse occurred above an elongated reservoir aligned with the graben trend. Alignment of
pits and elongated U-shaped troughs with small chasmata (Figure 3) favors the interpretation that such elongated reservoirs do exist. In volcanic rift zones on Earth, magma reservoirs usually underlie and feed parallel dikes (see below), so that both a reservoir and overlying dikes would exist below the Martian grabens. In order to discuss the magmatic infrastructure issue further, we calculate the volume of collapse troughs from topography data to constrain the volume of removed materials, which may approximate the volume of erupted materials.

3.2.2. Volume of Removed Materials

[39] Trough volume is extracted from the DEMs using a method that fills in the trough, starting by the lower digital number (DN) value (at the bottom of the trough) and gradually filling the depression upward until the desired DN value, which is the value of the plain or plateau elevation that surrounds the trough. The method, detailed in the appendix, uses MOLA data and in areas where Viking stereoscopic coverage exists and is appropriate, combination of MOLA data and stereoscopic imagery (Figure 7).

[40] Many troughs are large enough for their volume to be measured with the available data. Most individual pit craters, however, and the smallest central troughs are too small. We measured volumes of various trough types at Tractus Catena, Mareotis Fossae and the Valles Marineris area (Figures 7 and 8, Table 1). The volumes are between 14 and 420 km$^3$. To compare with a terrestrial volcanic province, this range is at the lower end of the volume of the individual lava flows that make the Columbia River flood lavas. The volume of the individual lava flows in the Grande Ronde basalts, which make most of the Columbia River basalts, is between 90 and 2500 km$^3$ [Reidel et al., 1989]. By comparison with the Columbia River basalt eruptions, the collapse features along the structural trends may be fed by individual dikes that channeled magma from a deeper reservoir to the surface. Then magma withdrawal from the reservoir would have induced surface collapse. The volume of removed material during every collapse event at modified grabens, or at depressions aligned along a structural trend such as some catenae and many chasmata, may have formed by a single eruption event contributing to volcanic construction of the major Martian volcanic shields. The volume of individual pit craters, which could not be measured, could in some cases result from collapse above single dikes, as on Figure 6a, from comparison with terrestrial pit craters having size only slightly smaller than those observed on Mars [Okubo and Martel, 1998].

4. A Qualitative Model of Volcanic Rifting on Mars

[41] Channeling the magma from a reservoir to the surface requires that dikes were injected from the reservoir, so that both a reservoir and subparallel dikes should lie below the grabens. Modified narrow grabens may thus be akin to terrestrial volcanic rift segments. Analogy with volcanic

Figure 6. (a) Pit craters associated with single dikes near Tractus Catena. The pit craters have width <100 m, which is comparable to the small pit craters in Hawaii [Okubo and Martel, 1998]. Part of MOC image M16-00592 centered at 105.66°W, 34.25°N, 4.57 m/pixel by NASA/JPL/MSSS. (b) Dike trends inferred from pit crater alignment within Tractus Catena graben, assuming that every pit crater is located above a single dike. A single segmented dike cannot explain the distribution of all the pit craters. Either a series of aligned dikes or a broader magma body is required. Part of NASA/JPL Viking Orbiter image 252S20 centered at 118.6°W, 36.44°N, 75 m/pixel.
rifts at terrestrial plate boundaries is further illustrated with the East Pacific Rise, Iceland, and Asal-Ghoubbet rifts.

4.1. Comparison With Morphology of the East Pacific Rise

Noting that the narrow grabens have width (2–5 km) and length/width ratio (on the order of ∼10^2) similar to those at terrestrial oceanic rifts (e.g., 10 km at Icelandic rift zones, 1–2 km at the East Pacific Rise), we suggest that morphologic evolution at Martian narrow grabens and at terrestrial oceanic rift zones present similarities that reflect several common structural and magmatic processes even though the geological context is different [Mège et al., 2000]. Figure 9 provides examples of geomorphologic

Figure 7. Digital elevation model of part of Mareotic Fossae. The whole area is covered by the MOLA digital elevation model. The lighter part of the DEM emphasizes the area where Viking stereo coverage (used image numbers shown) has improved the resolution of the MOLA digital elevation model. For this area, DN height resolution is 15 m.

Figure 8. Location of the troughs whose volume was measured (Table 2) and compared with boundary element modeling of magma deflation (Table 3). Base maps: USGS/PDS MDIM, 256 pixels/degree, pdsmaps.wr.usgs.gov.
features at the East Pacific Rise that are similar to modified narrow graben features.

[45] Similar to Martian grabens, a large trough (0.5–2 km wide) notches the axial high along 15–20% of the East Pacific Rise (EPR) [Lagabrielle and Cormier, 1999]. Notched segments are correlated with “robust” magma supply (production and delivery), as characterized by a broad axial cross section and the presence of an axial magma chamber (AMC) only 1–2 km deep [Macdonald and Fox, 1988; Scheirer and Macdonald, 1993]. An overall correlation between the AMC depth and the trough dimensions as well as structural considerations suggest a volcanic rather than tectonic origin for this feature [Lagabrielle and Cormier, 1999]. Large axial troughs are interpreted as linear elongated collapse calderas that form when the EPR magma reservoir deforms and compact during periods of waning elongated collapse calderas that form when the EPR magma chamber (AMC) only 1–2 km deep [Macdonald and Fox, 1988; Lagabrielle and Cormier, 1999; Lagabrielle et al., 2001; Garel et al., 2002]. This mechanism is amplified by continuous regional extension related to plate divergence, which also leads to subsidence of the top of AMC by stretching of the crystal mush [Boudier and Nicolas, 1996; Dilek et al., 1998; Lagabrielle and Cormier, 1999; Lagabrielle et al., 2001; Garel et al., 2002]. Very high-resolution topography data also reveal the existence of aligned small constructional mounds within the axial trough (Figure 9b) [Shah et al., 2003; Sinton et al., 2002].Collapsed lava lakes as narrow as 10–20 m wide are also frequently observed at the axis of accretion.

4.2. Comparison With Icelandic Fissure Swarms

[44] Rifting in Iceland occurs as en échelon grabens associated with fissure swarms. Regional dikes following the graben trend are fed by magma reservoirs rooted at a continuous magma layer at ~10 km depth. The magma reservoir also feeds magma chambers located at 2 km depth that in turn feed volcanoes and local sheet swarms [Gudmundsson, 1990a, 1995b]. Field work and geophysical data allowed Angelier et al. [1997] and Dauteuil et al. [2001] to infer that most expansion at the surface occurs by tectonic stretching along tension fractures. At deep crustal levels oceanic expansion is achieved through magma dilation of the regional dikes, and at intermediate crustal level by a combination of dike dilation and normal shear fractures formed by downward propagation of tension fractures [Gudmundsson, 1992]. Figure 10 shows an aerial view of the Krafla fissure swarm, a typical rift zone graben in Iceland, and an interpretation sketch of the volcanic-tectonic infrastructure of the Icelandic rift zones. This model [Gudmundsson, 1995b] provides relationships between tectonic structures and magmatic plumbing that are consistent with observations at modified narrow grabens on Mars as from the examples described in the present paper.

4.3. Comparison With the Asal Rift in Afar

[45] The Asal-Ghoubbet rift in Afar is another volcanic rift zone that may help understand the rifting process on Mars. Structural interpretation of the Asal-Ghoubbet rift from Spot P imagery and offshore DEM (Figure 11a) reveals striking analogy with the Tempe Fossae (Figures 11b and 11c). In both examples shown, strain has concentrated around a central volcanic edifice located within the graben (Figure 11e), which is a classical pattern predicted by stress models of overpressurized magma body in extensional setting [e.g., McKenzie et al., 1992]. Similar geometry (Figure 11d) has been observed at the slow spreading North Atlantic mid-ocean ridge [Durand et al., 1995]. The Asal-Ghoubbet rift results from the propagation of the slow spreading Aden oceanic rift on land [Manighetti et al., 1998]; therefore both the Afar and Atlantic examples suggest that the rheology of the crust at low spreading ridges may be appropriate to the development of the Tempe Fossae rift geometry. Further comparison between rift propagation from the Aden ridge to Afar and rift propagation at Tempe Fossae on Mars is a promising topic that shall be investigated in a forthcoming paper.

[46] Fissure eruptions within the Asal-Ghoubbet rift occur along graben parallel dikes [Le Dain et al., 1979] and are aligned with central volcanic edifices. Detailed analysis of relationships between tectonic structures and magmatic plumbing is underway [Doubre et al., 2001] and should help assessing comparison with models of Icelandic rift zones.

4.4. Qualitative Model of Volcanic Rifting on Mars

[47] The volcanic rift examples above help understanding the relationships between surface tectonics and magmatic plumbing at Martian modified grabens. The terrestrial models are incorporated into the Martian context to propose a qualitative model of Martian rift structure. This model will then be quantified using high-resolution DEMs and mechanical models.

[48] Surface stretching started very early in the Martian history and may even predate initiation of the Tharsis volcanic province [Scott and Tanaka, 1986; Phillips et al., 2001]. There is very little evidence of alignment of major

Table 1. Viking Orbiter Images Used in DEM Generation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Morphologic Type</th>
<th>Max Width, km</th>
<th>Max Depth, m</th>
<th>Volume, km³</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Alba Patera</td>
<td>catena (Tractus)</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Mareotis Fossae</td>
<td>small ovoid chasma</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Mareotis Fossae</td>
<td>narrow chasma</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Mareotis Fossae</td>
<td>narrow chasma</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Mareotis Fossae</td>
<td>narrow chasma</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Mareotis Fossae</td>
<td>narrow chasma</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Valles Marineris (N Tithonium chasma)</td>
<td>small chasma</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 SW Valles Marineris</td>
<td>small chasma</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>560</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 SW Valles Marineris</td>
<td>small chasma</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>1850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 SW Valles Marineris</td>
<td>small chasma</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11 SW Valles Marineris</td>
<td>very small chasma</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>660</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
volcanic features (such as collapse pits, spatter ridges etc.) with grabens from this period (smaller-scale volcanic edifices are however observed at the Noachian Thaumasia grabens; Figure 2b), consequently there is no evidence for significant interaction between magmatic and tectonic activity [Mège and Masson, 1996]. Volcanic features are observed to be associated with grabens of Hesperian and Amazonian age, and are probably of the age of the lava flows identified in the Tharsis and Elysium regions [Scott and Tanaka, 1986; Greeley and Guest, 1987]. This suggests that both extension and large-scale thermal anomalies in the mantle were involved in the generated magmas when the grabens formed. Evidence of gigantic magma volumes is provided by: (1) the large range of Martian lithosphere

Figure 9. Analogy between morphology of segments I, Jn, and Js of the East Pacific Rise and graben morphology on Mars. (a) Digital elevation model of the East Pacific Rise. (b) Autonomous Benthic Explorer (ABE) digital elevation model along a portion of ridge segment Js (footprint 5 m), and ABE tracklines [Yoerger et al., 2000; Shah et al., 2003]. (c) Portion of a graben displaying a pit chain, Alba Fossae. Viking Orbiter image 252S18 centered at 118.49°W, 37.71°N, 74 m/pixel. (d) Linear trough at Tractus Catena. Viking Orbiter image 254S49, 98.05°W, 35.67°N, 66 m/pixel. (e) Linear trough at Labeatis Fossae displaying evidence of fracture propagation. Viking Orbiter images 229A32 (94.34°W, 22.33°N) and 229A34 (93.56°W, 22.61°N), 50 m/pixel. The boxes emphasize type areas displaying strong interplanetary similarity.
thickness that allows voluminous partial melting by mantle decompression during extension, and consequently the very high partial melting induced by any thermal anomaly, (2) the unforeseen thickness of lava flows observed over the whole 2–10 km high Valles Marineris slopes [McEwen et al., 1999], which may give an idea of the thickness of the lava flows that spread over the whole Tharsis, (3) the 60–80 km thick crust in the Tharsis region [Zuber et al., 2000], which emphasizes the efficiency of underplating and crustal thickening by intracrustal magma accretion.

[49] Because the crust was undergoing extension simultaneous to magmatic activity, part of the generated magma was trapped in regions of concomitant lithospheric stretching. Whether part of this magma was channeled from the area of maximum thermal anomaly depends mainly on lithosphere thickness [Mège and Masson, 1996; Kiefer, 2000; Mège, 2001]. It is possible that the magma flowed laterally from the central volcanic areas (Syria Planum, Tharsis Montes, Alba Patera, Elysium Mons) to the forming narrow grabens. The mechanism involved would be analogous to magma channeling, from the hotspot center to rifts in the hotspot periphery, advocated at the Yellowstone/Columbia Plateau [Thompson and Gibson, 1991] and Afar/Tertiary frican rift systems [Ebinger and Sleep, 1998]. The magmas would have been channeled and stocked below the grabens in magma chambers whose later deflation would have induced surface collapse. Alternatively, magmas may have been mainly generated underneath

Figure 10. (a) Aerial view of the Krafla fissure swarm in Iceland [after Opheim and Gudmundsson, 1989] and (b) relationships between magma reservoirs, magma chambers, regional dike swarms, local sheet swarms, and surface fractures at typical Icelandic fissure swarms. Redrawn after Gudmundsson [1995b].
the grabens and migrated upward to feed the magma chambers. In both cases, surface eruptions would have resulted from dikes propagating dominantly vertically from the chambers to the surface or subsurface.

[50] While tectonic stretching at surface was taking place, elongated magma chambers gradually emplaced at a deeper level (Figure 12a). The chambers may be discontinuous along strike, reflecting observation that collapse features on
Mars are frequently observed as clusters separated by unaffected graben segments, and sometimes as en échelon segments. This is similar to terrestrial rift zones, in which magma reservoir injects dikes both toward the surface and laterally. There is no specific constraint on dike width in this model. Dike emplacement would have channeled magmatic fluids to upper levels, including the surface, inducing a gradual pressure drop in the upper part of the reservoir and eventually surface collapse (Figure 12b). Collapse may have occurred along the dike fissures. Locally, dike propagation into volatile-rich level may have induced hydrovolcanic explosions and hydrothermal flows, whose repercussions at the surface may have induced a number of small-scale volcanic landforms, as discussed by Me`ge and Masson [1996] and following mechanisms investigated by Delaney [1982], Rubin [1993], and Bonafede and Olivieri [1995].

Figure 12. Qualitative sequence of magmatic-tectonic development at Martian modified grabens.

Apart from the troughs that underwent late stage mass wasting, it is possible to retrieve the depth of the top of the deflating magma body, and its width, from experimental models. Below we investigate these parameters under various conditions of remote stress and crustal rheology. Then numerical modeling of reservoir deflation will be performed in order to determine physical parameters that are consistent with the volumes of collapsed materials at surface.

5. Magma Deflation: Experimental and Numerical Simulations

5.1. Experimental Modeling of Graben and Trough Evolution

5.1.1. Apparatus

Garel [1998], Lagabrielle et al. [2001], and Garel et al. [2002] carried out small-scaled experimental modeling of magma chamber deflation, in brittle and brittle ductile layers, some of them combined with horizontal extension. These experiments could provide useful insights into the development of surface features during magma deflation as well as the depth of the deflating body. The scale, fixed at 1:20,000, was based on the equality between no-dimensional values of the model and of the natural prototype [Hubbert, 1937]. The experimental apparatus used in the present study includes an inflatable elongated balloon filled with water and set in a central groove in a table as an analogue of the magma reservoir (including magma lens and crystal mush) (Figure 14). Balloon deflation is controlled through a pipe closed by a tap. In some experiments the balloon is capped with a silicone layer of thickness $E_b$ representing hot rocks below the ductile/brittle transition (DBT), and is covered by a sand layer of thickness $E_d$ accounting for the upper brittle crust. In other experiments the ductile layer is absent. Experiments integrate either or both balloon withdrawal and extension at the lateral boundary of the model by means of two mobile walls.

5.1.2. Withdrawal, No Applied Horizontal Traction

Many grabens display evidence of dramatic postfaulting mass wasting that removed the border fault scarps (Figure 4d). This feature appears to be common to many settings on Mars. The most spectacular evidence of large-scale postfaulting mass wasting is observed in the Valles graben system, where the period of major tectonic activity was followed by intense landsliding of the walls and the removal of fault scarps. The observations are consistent with a period late in the geologic history of Mars where subsurface rocks lost part of their cohesion, favoring destabilization of the steepest slopes, maybe in relation to permafrost sublimation [e.g., Peulvast et al., 2001]. Whatever the origin of late stage mass wasting at the modified narrow grabens, mass wasting resulted in volume redistribution. In areas where the floor is flat and smooth (seen in $\sim$10 m resolution images), the late stage collapse event may have been accompanied by volcanic resurfacing following ring dikes. An illustration of possible modified graben subsurface structure that underwent late stage mass wasting is given on Figure 13.

[51] Apart from the troughs that underwent late stage mass wasting, it is possible to retrieve the depth of the top of the deflating magma body, and its width, from experimental models. Below we investigate these parameters under various conditions of remote stress and crustal rheology. Then numerical modeling of reservoir deflation will be performed in order to determine physical parameters that are consistent with the volumes of collapsed materials at surface.
The presence of a ductile layer at depth induces widening of the deformed area in response to silicone flowing toward the withdrawing zone at depth. With a ductile layer that is thick enough, ductile flow induces formation of two conjugate grabens flanking the central collapse (Figure 15, CD) instead of a single central graben.

5.1.3. Applied Horizontal Traction, No Withdrawal

When extension is applied to a model having a thin or absent silicone layer, two lateral grabens develop symmetrically on both sides of a central horst (Figure 17, CD). If the ductile layer thickens, deformation distribution increases and the overall structure is more akin to a complex single graben (Figure 17, AB). Thus lateral graben formation is impeded by existence of ductile layer in case of applied horizontal traction alone, whereas it is promoted if withdrawal occurs alone.

5.1.4. Withdrawal and Horizontal Traction

In brittle ductile experiments in which slight withdrawal occurs concurrently with extension, withdrawal imposes the geometry of deformation, and formation of lateral grabens is favored (Figure 18). Lateral grabens continue forming with increasing withdrawal, which ultimately ends with development of a central collapse trough in a way similar to that in experiments solely involving balloon deflation.

Formation of fractures initiated in extension does not inhibit subsequent development of the collapse structures if balloon deflation occurs. Conversely, when withdrawal is

**Figure 13.** Possible structure and evolution of modified narrow grabens from interpretation of experimental results. (a) and (b) High-resolution image of narrow grabens changing to U-shaped trough. Part of MOC image M03-06659, 126.54°W, 9.66°N, 2.92 m/pixel. (c) Schematic morphostructural interpretation. MOC image by NASA/JPL/MSSS.

**Figure 14.** Experimental apparatus and the depth-strength profiles used.
followed by extension, the collapse structures widen in response to outward migration of the deformation wave.

5.1.5. Graben Width and Central Trough Width Versus Magma Chamber Width and Depth

The experimental results provide elements for estimating magma body width and depth from surface observations, which is helpful for planetary bodies where subsurface data are unavailable. Grabens displaying an inner central trough that form when significant withdrawal occurs (in wholly brittle crust under no or limited applied traction; see Figures 15 and 16) are especially useful. In the experiments the faults have changing dip angles with depth, in agreement with natural examples in which dip angle varies according to lithostatic pressure field [e.g., Odonne et al., 1999]. For simplicity, if faults are assumed to be planar, then the depth of the deflating body is obtained from central trough width $W_c$, the graben width $W_g$, the brittle layer thickness $e$, and the drained area width $B$ using relations

$$W_c = B + 2e/\tan \beta$$

$$W_g = B - 2e/\tan \alpha$$

where $\alpha$ is reverse fault dip and $\beta$ normal fault dip. The system of equations (1) can be solved for $e$:

$$e = k \frac{W_g - W_c}{2}$$

where $k = (\tan \alpha \tan \beta)(\tan \alpha + \tan \beta)$. In the experiments, commonly found mean dip angles are $\alpha \approx 85$ and $\beta \approx 50$, suggesting an approximation for equation (2):

$$e \approx 0.54(W_g - W_c)$$

Combining equations (1) and (2) shows that $B$ and $e$ can be calculated separately:

$$B = \frac{W_g + W_c}{2} - k' \frac{W_g - W_c}{2}$$

where $k' = (\tan \alpha - \tan \beta)(\tan \alpha + \tan \beta)$. Using $\alpha \approx 85$ and $\beta \approx 50$,

$$B \approx 0.094W_g + 0.91W_c$$

Figure 15. Results of scaled deflation experiments in brittle (Mohr-Coulomb) and brittle ductile (Mohr-Coulomb-Newtonian viscous) materials with no horizontal traction: (a) rheologic cross section (bottom to the right), $E_b$, brittle layer thickness and $E_d$, ductile layer thickness; (b) surface view at the end of the experiment and location of cross sections; and (c) cross sections at the end of the experiment. Kinematics and sequence of fault development are indicated.

Figure 16. Width of collapse troughs and grabens versus initial depth of deflated body (balloon) in pure deflation experiments with no silicone layer. Values are normalized to balloon diameter.
5.1.6. Sequence of Fracture Development and Collapse

In withdrawal experiments in a brittle medium analog (with no horizontal traction; see Figure 15, AB), the collapse trough initiates after 15–35% withdrawal and is followed by outward propagation of stepping normal faults on both trough sides. After 45–65% withdrawal the maximum breadth of the deformed area is attained and the whole strain is achieved by slipping along the outermost border faults. Conversely, in horizontal traction experiments in a brittle analog medium (Figure 17, AB), once lateral grabens have synchronously initiated then deformation migrates inward by activation of new faults between the outermost normal faults.

In brittle ductile analog experiments in which conjugate grabens are created (Figure 15, CD, and Figure 18) the lateral grabens form in response to inward ductile flow before central collapse occurs. No preferential fault development sequence has been found in ductile analog experiments (Figure 17, CD).

5.1.7. Interpretation of a Ductile Layer in Experimental Models

Experimental results emphasize that the presence of a ductile layer between the magma body and the upper brittle crust tends to increase surface strain distribution (Figures 19a, 19c, and 19e), which is in agreement with many earlier studies showing that strain distribution depends on brittle crust thickness [e.g., Vendeville et al., 1987; Allemand and Brun, 1991]. In experimental models including a ductile layer in which twin grabens are observed to form, the location of the grabens is related to the width of the groove and to the ductile layer thickness. In pure extension experiments, a very thin or absent ductile layer must be imposed to generate two conjugate grabens (Figure 19b), whose bounding faults are rooted at the edges of the groove. Therefore, in this case, graben location directly depends upon groove width. The zone comprised between the fault anchor points represent a null deformation area equivalent in the wild to a stress free boundary that does not transmit lithospheric stresses. Along an oceanic ridge axis, a magma lens located at the upper part of a magma reservoir (or a ductile lower crust) may behave this way [Chen and Morgan, 1990; Goff, 1991; Shaw and Lin, 1996; Eberle and Forsyth, 1998]. Therefore the experimental models containing a ductile layer may be compared to either a brittle ductile crustal rheology, or a brittle crust rheology, provided that the magma reservoir is capped with a magma lens.

5.1.8. Surface Evidence of Magma Withdrawal Direction

In deflation experiments, lateral liquid migration during withdrawal produces V-shaped normal fault traces around the collapse trough, with the V tip oriented toward the direction of drainage. Similar patterns are observed at propagating oceanic ridges during along-axis melt lens migration at the top of a crustal reservoir [Hey et al., 1989]. Their formation mechanism remains poorly under-
5.1.9. Mass Wasting

[64] Landsliding is common to every deflation experiment because of the unstable hanging wall of the trough-bounding reverse faults. This was also been featured in other experiments [Roche et al., 2000]. Trough broadening by mass wasting along fault scarps is thus a major mechanism of graben and trough evolution.

5.2. Application to Modified Narrow Grabens

[65] Modified grabens affected by collapse pits and troughs, U-shaped troughs, and narrow chasmata may be explained by several of the mechanisms described above.

5.2.1. Pit-and-Trough Chains

[66] Pit-and-trough chains may form by any mechanism provided that deflation occurs (Figures 19c–19e). Pit-and-trough chains not associated with grabens may result from limited deflation in a non-weakly deviatoric remote stress field (Figure 19d, 1). Those observed within a graben may form by continuing deflation (Figure 19d, 2) or in a stronger extensional stress field (Figure 19e, 2). Because of the uncertainty of surface interpretation arising from erosional processes and volcanic activity, and the absence of data for constraining heat flow when the tectonic structures formed, it is hard determining if the DBT was below or above the magma reservoir. Most chains of pits and troughs do not require the DBT to be higher than the top of the reservoir.

[67] Figure 20 shows examples of pit-and-trough chains within single grabens displaying inverse proportionality between graben width and the width of central pits and troughs. These examples match the experimental results in which deflation occurs in absence of remote extension and of a ductile layer between the deflating body and the surface. The observation that many pit-and-trough chains are not associated with grabens, is also in agreement with experiments in which graben formation occurs (Figure 19d, 2) only if deflation continues after the central collapse trough has formed (Figure 19d, 1). Equations (2) and (4) allow the estimation of depth and width of the deflating body in cases where the geometry of the central trough and the graben has remained close to pristine. An idea of the depth and width may be given by application of equations (3) and (5). Applying these equations to the Noctis Labyrinthus example (Figure 20a) the depth of the top of the magma body is found to vary between 3.6 km and 6.7 km, and its width between 4.1 and 7.7 km. In the Alba Patera area (Figure 20b) they are found to be within the range 0.2–1 km, and 0.7–1.5 km respectively. In both cases these magma bodies are interpreted to be only the upper part of the magmatic plumbing system feeding the flood lavas. The Noctis Labyrinthus example shows that subsequent deflation of a deeper magma body induces late stage and broader-scale collapse. This observation may be extrapolated to the whole Noctis Labyrinthus area, where the labyrinthus corridors (who display aligned pits and troughs), may connect deeper intrusions forming corridor intersections. The Noctis Labyrinthus plumbing system would then resemble that of extensional margins in hotspot setting, such as the North Atlantic volcanic province during the early history of the Tertiary Thulean mantle plume [Callot et al., 2001].

5.2.2. Small Chasmata and Linear U-shaped Troughs

[68] Small chasmata are significantly wider and deeper than pits and troughs. Because of the one order of magnitude larger collapsed volume observed, small chasmata are thought to result from deflation of a larger and deeper magma body than the magma bodies inferred for pits and troughs. However, in detail the width and depth of the magma body cannot be estimated because initial depression geometry has been removed by wall erosion (see an example on Figure 21). Similarly, linear U-shaped troughs may not be used to infer magma body geometry at depth. The numerical approach, below, may nevertheless help constrain physical parameters for their formation.

[69] In areas where pit-and-trough chains and narrow chasmata are combined, two magma bodies may be required. The deepest level may be the NBZ or the DBT, whereas the shallowest may be a stress barrier at which upward propagating dikes turn to sills that gradually build a shallow depth magma chamber [e.g., Gudmundsson, 1990b].

5.2.3. Tectonic Patterns Involving Shallow Ductile Layer

[70] In many instances, observations at modified grabens are not inconsistent with interpretation of a shallow ductile
layer, or possibly a magma body that has undergone partial withdrawal only, but such a ductile level is not required. Existence of a ductile layer is expected to result in distributed strain. In general, the broadest modified narrow grabens and the chasmata have been extensively eroded and most clues to their geometry prior to erosion have been removed. Nevertheless, there are several examples where the observed strain distribution suggests existence of a shallow ductile layer. Twin grabens aligned with U-shaped trough and pit chains are not frequent but detailed analysis of MGS and Viking imagery has revealed examples in various areas of Mars, some of which are illustrated on Figures 22a, 22b, 22d, and 22e. On Figure 22c the geometry of a major regional graben system, Tempe Fossae, has been influenced by local stress fields, at least one of which have probably been induced by local magma centers. Strain

Figure 20. (a) Surface interpretation in southeast Noctis Labyrinthus. The arrow indicates direction of magma flow and graben propagation from the orientation of the two oblique normal faults nearby (see Figure 23). Part of NASA/JPL Viking Orbiter image 47A20 centered at 99.71°W, 10.14°S, 105 m/pixel. (b) Similar observations at Labeatis Fossae. NASA/JPL Viking Orbiter image 229A23, 52 m/pixel, 92.05°W, 24.12°N. (c) Schematic interpretations of profiles AB and CD in Figures 20a and 20b from experimental results in which deflation of a magma body occurs in a brittle crust with negligible remote extension (Figures 15 and 19d).
distribution over a broad area suggests existence of a shallow ductile layer, which is supported by results of rift flank uplift inversion and gives a ~ 10 km thick elastic lithosphere in this area [Wilkins and Schultz, 2001].

Figure 21 shows a chasma from the Elysium Fossae that displays structural remnants suggestive of a distributed deformation event prior to extensive erosion. It demonstrates that despite present simple morphology, chasmata may have initiated as broad extensional systems that later underwent broad-scale collapse and wall retreat. Distributed deformation at chasmata may have resulted from deflation of a widespread underlying magma body mechanically acting as a ductile layer underneath the brittle crust.

5.2.4. Direction of Magma Flow

[73] V-shaped fault profiles are observed in the Alba Patera and Noctis Labyrinthus areas. Figure 23 shows an example of a V-shaped fault profile at a Martian graben that may be interpreted as an indicator of magma flow during reservoir withdrawal. From analogy with terrestrial analogs at propagating rifts, this geometry might indicate the direction of magma propagation within the crust and graben opening. The magma body underlying the grabens is thought to have propagated from the Tharsis central area [Mège and Masson, 1996], which is in agreement with the orientation of the V tip. Another example can be found at the Noctis Labyrinthus given on Figure 20a.

5.3. Numerical Modeling of Withdrawn Magma Volume

[71] The magnitude of deflation that induced surface collapse may be numerically investigated by comparing the volume of the deflated magma and the volume of the void generated at surface. Figure 24 shows two end-members volume transfer mechanisms that are accounted for in the models. In a closed system, the whole magma body is the deflated lens, and there is no magma replenishment. In an open system, the magma lens is connected with a reservoir that begins replenishing as soon as significant magma underpressurization occurs (Figure 24). In the first step, limited crustal stretching traps magma at depth, which in turn leads to overpressure in the magma lens and helps focus tectonic strain at surface (step 1). Dike emplacement (not shown on Figure 24) occurs between the magma lens and the surface in such a way that the total dilation remains vertically constant. Gradually magma overpressure decreases (step 2). As long as magma pressure is positive, the erupted magma volume does not decrease the magma lens volume, and there is no surface collapse. When the magma pressure falls below zero, the differential stress in the host rock increases to a critical value \( \sigma_c \) equal to rock strength (step 3). Then the whole host rock body above \( \sigma_c \) fails and collapses into the deflated lens (step 4). The volume of the unstable host rock may be equal to the volume of the collapse trough that eventually forms at surface. In the closed system considered, the volume of destabilized host rock material as deduced from the volume of the surface trough is thus a direct measure of the deflation magnitude.

Figure 22. (opposite) Possible surface structures denoting shallow ductile layer. (a) Central trough surrounded by lateral grabens at Tractus Catena (part of MOC image M03-06623 centered at 101.26°W, 33.32°N, 3.04 m/pixel). This pattern is observed in experimental results when the top of the ductile layer lies above the top of the magma body (Figures 19c, 2, and 19e, 2). (b) The same at Lapetus Fossae (part of Viking Orbiter images 229A32-34 centered at 94.34°W, 22.33°N, 50 m/pixel). The geometry of rift segment tips gives direction of magma propagation [e.g., Sempere and Macdonald, 1986]. (c) Distributed stretching is also featured in shallow ductile layer experiments in extensional stress field (Figures 19a and 19e). Grabens at Tempe Fossae fanning around central volcanic edifice suggests existence of a shallow ductile layer during magmatic deflation [see, e.g., McKenzie et al., 1992]. Viking Orbiter image 704B54 centered at 71.98°W, 38.05°N, 213 m/pixel. (d) Grabens displaying an internal horst are locally observed at Lapetus Fossae, northwest Figure 22b. A parallel graben of similar geometry displays central troughs, suggesting that the graben formed above a weakly deflating magma body while the remote stress was extensional (Figure 19e). Part of Viking Orbiter image 662A67 centered at 95.26°W, 22.59°N, 33 m/pixel. (e) Same observations at Gordi Fossae. Note in passing that the graben in the western part of the mosaic displays two major border faults and two internal pit-and-trough chains, which is not consistent with the hypothesis that the graben formed in response to the driving pressure of a single emplacing dike. Part of Viking Orbiter images 659A14 (124.51°W, 17.82°N) and 659A16 (124.48°W, 17.32°N), 40 m/pixel. MOC images by NASA/JPL/MSSS, Viking Orbiter images by NASA/JPL.
If the magma body is being replenished, the volume of destabilized host rock, as deduced from the volume of surface trough, is an underestimate of the magnitude of destabilized host rock, as deduced from the volume of surface trough. Another example is given in Figure 20a. Part of NASA/JPL Viking Orbiter image 253S52, 87 m/pixel, 106.16°W, 34.79°N.

In order to extrapolate surface trough volume to the volume of destabilized materials above the magma lens, the fraction of the measured trough volume that formed initially during the early tectonic stretching episode should be removed. However, the contribution of tectonic stretching is thought to be small/negligible compared with the volume created by volcanic collapse, both because strain estimates at unmodified narrow grabens shows very low strain [Plescia, 1991; Golombek et al., 1994], and because part of the void created this way should have been filled by early lava flows \(V_{Vol} \) on Figure 24.

In the case of a single deflation event, the expected collapse mechanism is rapid stoping over the reservoir [Roche et al., 2000]. However, in some cases the volume of the surface trough may result from successive withdrawal events, and the sum of the pressure drops equals the pressure drop in case of a single larger collapse event.

In order to constrain the magnitude of underpressure \(P_m\) we use the trough volume data obtained from morphometric analysis of the DEMs (Table 1). We assume that the volume of the magma lens roof remains constant during surface collapse, and compute the magma underpressures using a boundary element code.

First the extent (width \(B\) and length \(L\)) of the deflecting part of the reservoir is defined assuming that it is not larger than the extent of the bottom of the trough above (Table 2). Its shape is flat bottomed lens with a convex top aligned with the trough. This geometry is consistent with a buoyant magma generated by adiabatic decompression, or laterally flowing from a remote source region, and trapped at a rheological boundary below a slightly thinned brittle crust (Figure 25). In most cases its maximum thickness \(t\) is taken to be 1 km. This value is usually close to the minimum thickness required, for the volume that can be made available in the lens, to exceed the volume of the collapsing hot rock material. However, if magma reservoir replenishment occurs before the end of the collapse event then the volume of the reservoir may not be correlated with surface trough volume. In the Valles Marineris region, some reservoir thicknesses values, \(t\), were taken to more than 1 km when taking 1 km resulted in magma underpressures that were so large that the magmatic processes involved might need to significantly differ from those in the other areas. The magnitude of the pressure drop is obtained at various depths \(e\). For the most voluminous collapse troughs, thought to correspond to very deep reservoirs, \(e\) may be at the level of neutral buoyancy, 10 km [Wilson and Head, 1994]. Compute \(^{12}\) (Rocscience, Inc.) was selected for its ability at measuring the volume of host rock material below or beyond any stress.

For a given reservoir size \((L, B, t, e)\), the magma pressure \(P_m\) is initially set to the vertical stress. Then its magnitude is increased until the volume of the host rock, beyond the in situ rock strength, approximates the volume of the trough. The model consists of an elastic half-space subject to gravitational forces. Remote tectonic stress is set to 0 in order to visualize the structural effect of deflation alone. We investigate two extreme vertical stress conditions. In some experiments pore pressure \(P_p\) is assumed to be null.

The vertical stress is thus \(pg\), where \(3.72 \text{ m.s}^{-2}\), is taken to 2900 \(\text{kg.m}^{-3}\), \(g = 3.72 \text{ m.s}^{-2}\), and \(e\) the depth of the top of the magma body. In other experiments we conducted, the pore pressure was considered to be as high as \(pg/2\) (Table 2). Based upon reasonable assumptions about the strength envelope of the Martian crust [Banerdt et al., 1992], and with inferences of elastic lithosphere thickness on Mars from MOLA data [Zuber et al., 2000], the ductile level that possibly exists in the deep crust is assumed to be deeper than the modeled part of the crust. Stress amplification induced by the possible existence of a ductile crust [Kuszniir and Bott, 1977] is not taken into account. Young’s modulus is taken to be 40 GPa and the friction angle is 30°. The computations are performed in a grid that covers one quarter of the model and extrapolated to the whole model. Node spacing is not a critical issue in the models because we are not interested in the details of the tectonic processes during subsidence, but on large-scale rock volumes. We found that >70,000 nodes are usually enough to obtain reasonably accurate results.

We determined that the cumulated underpressure \(\Sigma P_m\) required to explain the trough volumes ranges between tens of MPa and 350 MPa, depending on pore pressure and reservoir size and depth. Figure 26 gives an example of a trough from the Calydon Fossae, SW of Valles Marineris, whose volume may be explained by this range of underpressures in a reservoir located at 5 km depth. For the smallest troughs the reservoir thickness...
needs to be > 2 km for the volume of the host rock above failure not to exceed the volume of the reservoir and hence allow trough formation in a single collapse event with negligible reservoir replenishment. This results from the lower width/depth ratio for small troughs than for more voluminous troughs such as chasmata. The reservoir below the smallest measured trough (12 on Table 2) needs to be at >3–4 km thick. This is based upon the assumption that the reservoir width (top 1 km at the top, 2 km at the bottom) is on the order of the trough width (1 km). It would still require a reservoir at least 2 to 3 km thick if reservoir width 2 km (top) to 5 km (bottom).

6. Conclusion

Ubiquitous pits and troughs at Martian grabens are shown to be key features for understanding the volcanic and tectonic graben evolution. Step by step, searching for their formation has lead to suggest a mechanism of graben evolution akin to volcanic tectonic models of terrestrial rifting. Using either MOLA data or combination of MOLA data and Viking Orbiter stereoscopic images, the volumes of removed material at individual troughs and chasmata are on the order of tens to hundreds of km$^3$. The volume of some small chasmata in the Tharsis and Elysium regions, thought to be of similar origin, probably attains one thousand km$^3$ or more. The volume of pit craters is smaller though not measurable using the current altimetry and topography data. The large volumes we found probably proscribe a mechanism of pressure drop above single dikes (or sinking in other mode I fractures), and make necessary emplacement and subsequent deflation of magma reservoirs beneath the grabens. The huge quantity of magma required to feed such reservoirs can be readily obtained by mantle adiabatic decompression and the thermal anomalies that have been involved in large Martian volcanic igneous provinces building [Mège and Masson, 1996; Mège, 2001], assuming that the present-day crustal thicknesses, 50 km on average [Zuber et al., 2000], are not smaller than when the grabens and troughs formed. The reservoirs were trapped in the regions of ongoing tectonic thinning and have thus an elongated shape. Reservoir underpressurization, up to 350 MPa or more, is inferred from numerical simulation of reservoir deflation. These values may have been reached either by single catastrophic withdrawal events followed by stoping, or by successions of small-scale deflation events, for instance corresponding to dike emplacement. The depth of the reservoirs beneath the grabens displaying pits and troughs can be inferred from surface observations. We did not carry out a global survey, but in representative areas of Alba Patera and Noctis Labyrinthus we found that magma reservoirs might lie at ~1 km and ~5 km depth respectively, and have widths in the same range. Theoretical considerations based on neutral buoyancy zone modeling [Wilson

Figure 24. Volume transfers inducing surface collapse as modeled in the numerical experiments.
et al. critical failure stress using the strength envelope for Mars given by Banerdt reservoirs' history, carried acidic magmas differentiated in and it is likely that a number of them, emplaced late in the these dike swarms are thus not akin to the terrestrial giant graben displaying aligned volcanic morphologic features dike swarms should exist on Mars, but it is likely that every graben and trough survey can determine whether preferential depth for magma ponding. However, only an exhaustive graben and trough survey can determine whether preferential depths of magma body emplacement exist at Tharsis, Elysium, or global scale. 

and Head, 1994] suggest that 10 km should be another preferable depth for magma ponding. However, only an exhaustive graben and trough survey can determine whether preferential depths of magma body emplacement exist at Tharsis, Elysium, or global scale. 

[81] Dike injection from the reservoirs is actually a reasonable means to channel the magma to the surface. This study confirms earlier studies suggesting that dike swarms should exist on Mars, but it is likely that every graben displaying aligned volcanic morphologic features should have its own dike swarm(s), for example, similar to the dikes in the Icelandic fissure swarms. Strictly speaking, these dike swarms are thus not akin to the terrestrial giant mafic dike swarms. They are shorter and probably thinner, and it is likely that a number of them, emplaced late in the reservoirs’ history, carried acidic magmas differentiated in the reservoirs. Also they are fed from below, in contrary to a number of giant dike swarms that appear to have been fed from central magma chambers [e.g., Ernst and Baragar, 1992]. Nevertheless, at the scale of the large igneous province they are observed in, they may be viewed as dikes, and the feeding reservoirs may be viewed as equivalent to giant mafic dikes [Ernst et al., 2001] and may have emplaced in part vertically (in response to mantle decompression) and in part laterally (channeling from the central part of the igneous province [Thompson and Gibson, 1991; Sleep, 1994b]). Magma propagation would occur at a speed depending on magma decompression and tectonic activity timescales, i.e., much lower than magma propagation in dikes [e.g., Rubin, 1995].

[82] Because of the difference in magma emplacement mechanism, there is little chance that the dikes have played a significant role in surface fracturing by way of magma pressure. This inference also applies to other terrestrial planets because it is based on detailed examination of terrestrial evidence and mechanical models in addition to Martian evidence. It is possible though that some dikes, as mechanical discontinuities, may have been involved in the location of surface fractures during the early phase of fracture initiation [see also Koenig and Pollard, 1998].

Table 2. Reservoir Parameters Consistent With Observed Trough Volumes^a

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N°</th>
<th>L, km</th>
<th>B, km</th>
<th>c, km</th>
<th>t, km</th>
<th>σ_c, MPa</th>
<th>P_c/P_m, MPa</th>
<th>ΣP_m, MPa</th>
<th>V_t(h), km^3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−145</td>
<td>420</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−80</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−85</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−120</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−180</td>
<td>348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−155</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−100</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−100</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−205</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−105</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>−190</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

^aP_c: lithostatic pressure, P_m: pore pressure, ΣP_m: sum of the magma underpressures required for producing the observed trough volumes, σ_c: critical failure stress using the strength envelope for Mars given by Banerdt et al. [1992]. Magma underpressure accuracy is ±5 MPa.

and Head, 1994] suggest that 10 km should be another preferable depth for magma ponding. However, only an exhaustive graben and trough survey can determine whether preferential depths of magma body emplacement exist at Tharsis, Elysium, or global scale.

[81] Dike injection from the reservoirs is actually a reasonable means to channel the magma to the surface. This study confirms earlier studies suggesting that dike swarms should exist on Mars, but it is likely that every graben displaying aligned volcanic morphologic features should have its own dike swarm(s), for example, similar to the dikes in the Icelandic fissure swarms. Strictly speaking, these dike swarms are thus not akin to the terrestrial giant mafic dike swarms. They are shorter and probably thinner, and it is likely that a number of them, emplaced late in the reservoirs’ history, carried acidic magmas differentiated in the reservoirs. Also they are fed from below, in contrary to a number of giant dike swarms that appear to have been fed from central magma chambers [e.g., Ernst and Baragar, 1992]. Nevertheless, at the scale of the large igneous province they are observed in, they may be viewed as dikes, and the feeding reservoirs may be viewed as equivalent to giant mafic dikes [Ernst et al., 2001] and may have emplaced in part vertically (in response to mantle decompression) and in part laterally (channeling from the central part of the igneous province [Thompson and Gibson, 1991; Sleep, 1994b]). Magma propagation would occur at a speed depending on magma decompression and tectonic activity timescales, i.e., much lower than magma propagation in dikes [e.g., Rubin, 1995].

[82] Because of the difference in magma emplacement mechanism, there is little chance that the dikes have played a significant role in surface fracturing by way of magma pressure. This inference also applies to other terrestrial planets because it is based on detailed examination of terrestrial evidence and mechanical models in addition to Martian evidence. It is possible though that some dikes, as mechanical discontinuities, may have been involved in the location of surface fractures during the early phase of fracture initiation [see also Koenig and Pollard, 1998].

Appendix A: Method for the Calculation of Depression Volumes

[84] To measure the depressions we use two types of DEMs. The first type combines accuracy of MOLA altimetry data and spatial resolution of stereo-derived Viking DEMs (Figure 7). Baratoux et al. [2001] have described another method combining these two data sets. The second type is from extrapolation of MOLA data only. Such DEMs were used for studying collapse features in areas where there is no Viking stereo coverage or where the spatial resolution of Viking stereo derived DEMs would have been insufficient.

[85] In order to achieve a spatial resolution exceeding that of the currently available MOLA [Smith et al., 2001] derived DEM (1/32° per pixel or ~1.864km/pixel), we needed to produce DEMs from stereo imagery yielding a spatial resolution of ~1.8 km/pixel or finer. In view of the requirement of our stereo matching software, “Gotcha” [Day et al., 1992], that uses typically a correlation patch diameter of ~20 pixels for most areas on Mars, this limits potentially useful stereo pairs to images of <90 m/pixel resolution. A search was made in several sites displaying modified narrow grabens of major interest using a stereo coverage program [Cook et al., 1992] for Viking Orbiter [Snyder, 1977] images; ten stereo pairs were found (Table 3). The first two pairs were selected because they were comparable in resolution to the 90 m/pixel threshold, the remaining pairs were chosen because they were well below the above threshold and covered the regions of interest. However, 627A21:627A04 and 627A23:627A02 were sub-
sequently eliminated because of having too small an area of overlap. The theoretical height accuracy for a single matched point can be calculated using the formula from Cook et al. [1992]:

\[
A = \frac{\text{Max}(I) \cdot C}{B/H}
\]  

(A1)

where \(A\) is the theoretical height accuracy (m), \(\text{Max}(I)\) is the maximum resolution of either of the two images in a stereo pair (m), \(C\) is the precision to which image coordinate measurements can be made - assumed to be \(C = 1.0\) for vidicon images, and \(B/H\) is stereo pair base separation to mean height ratio.

[86] The ability to resolve these theoretical relative heights depends upon how well the patch-based correlation matcher can lock onto surface texture. In the presence of poorly textured plains, or poor signal-to-noise ratio sections of images, image noise may increase \(C\). On high contrast, high textured surfaces, \(C\) may be smaller and hence improve the ability to resolve finer heights. In addition, by combining many close point measurements together in a data bin, a finer height accuracy can be achieved. Therefore the theoretical height accuracy should be regarded as a means to compare and identify suitable stereo pairs. In comparison the 1/32° MOLA DEM, although constructed from individual MOLA points with absolute height accuracies of ±30 m and relative accuracies of ±0.3 m [Smith et al., 2001], has been constructed by interpolating between MOLA points with an along track spacing of ~330 m and an across track spacing of ~1.8 km. Consequently the MOLA DEM will not have anywhere near the same relative and absolute height accuracy of individual altimeter points except on flat surfaces. Viking stereo DEMs have the advantage of more height points per unit area, albeit not of the same accuracy as individual MOLA points.

[87] The Viking Orbiter vidicon images were processed initially to correct geometrically for camera distortion, utilizing known reseau calibration mark positions [Greeley and Batson, 1990]. Next 10–20 manual tie points were

Figure 25. Geometric setting and the stress sources considered in the boundary element models.

Figure 26. Example of deflation computation results for one of the Calydon Fossae troughs, SW of Valles Marineris (trough 10 in Tables 2 and 3). The gray levels give \(\sigma_1 - \sigma_3\) for a model in which reservoir depth is 5 km and extends as long as the chasma extent. The grayscale does not apply to the stress arrows, which are almost everywhere between 0 and 30 MPa except close to the reservoir. Major arrow axis plane follows \(\sigma_1\), and \(\sigma_3\) is perpendicular to the arrow plane. The curved plane is differential stress isocontour 26 MPa, the stress level at which the host rock located near the top of the reservoir exceeds the strength envelope selected by Banerdt et al. [1992].
found in order to define an affine transform between each of the two images in a stereo pair. For stereo matching the images we utilized a semiautomated patch-based digital stereo matcher “Gotcha” from University College London [Day et al., 1992]. The matcher finds for each pixel in the overlap region in the left image a corresponding pixel location in the right image. The matched points are next passed through a stereo intersection camera model to convert stereo pixel coordinates for each pair into longitude/latitude/height points, i.e., a Digital Terrain Model (DTM). The best available camera positions and orientations derived from previous photogrammetric adjustments of images [Wu and Schafer, 1984; Davies, 1978; Eliason et al., 1999] are used in this stereo camera model. To optimize for the best spatial resolution, each image pair is stereo matched 12 times with correlation patch sizes of between 12 and 1 pixel radii. A large patch size has the greatest number of pixels to correlate on and is the least affected by image noise, however a large patch size yields a blurred DEM. A small patch size correlates less well when image noise is present, resulting in more topographic noise, but will yield sharper DEMs. To optimize highest DEM spatial resolution and the least noise, the DTMs generated are placed into a data cube format of a Single Matched Point (SMP) [89].

Table 3. Viking Orbiter Images Used in DEM Generation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stereo Pair and Image Resolution in Parentheses</th>
<th>Theoretical Height Resolution of a Single Matched Point</th>
<th>Region Covered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>062A71 (77 m): 044A28 (108 m)</td>
<td>200 m</td>
<td>92°–89°W, 5°–2°S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>067A10 (80 m): 044A23 (107 m)</td>
<td>197 m</td>
<td>92°–89°W, 9°–6°S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627A21 (57 m): 627A02 (68 m)</td>
<td>330 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627A21 (57 m): 627A04 (68 m)</td>
<td>283 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627A23 (60 m): 627A02 (68 m)</td>
<td>375 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627A23 (60 m): 627A04 (68 m)</td>
<td>316 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627A25 (56 m): 627A04 (68 m)</td>
<td>358 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627A25 (56 m): 627A06 (67 m)</td>
<td>302 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627A27 (56 m): 627A06 (67 m)</td>
<td>340 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627A29 (56 m): 627A08 (67 m)</td>
<td>326 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>627A29 (56 m): 627A10 (67 m)</td>
<td>279 m</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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